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The bistable NH3 + O2 reaction over a Rh(110) surface was explored in the pressure range 10−6–10−3
mbar and in the temperature range 300–900 K using photoemission electron microscopy and low en-
ergy electron microscopy as spatially resolving methods. We observed a history dependent anisotropy
in front propagation, traveling interface modulations, transitions with secondary reaction fronts, and
stationary island structures. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935274]
I. INTRODUCTION
The catalytic oxidation of ammonia with O2 on noble
metals of the platinum group is of considerable interest due
to the key role the Ostwald process plays in the chemical
industry and due to the necessity of removing ammonia
in exhaust gases.1,2 In addition, the NH3 + O2 reaction was
also shown to exhibit interesting non-linear behavior over
Rh and Pt surfaces, i.e., rate oscillations and chemical wave
patterns have been observed.3–9 The majority of the kinetic and
mechanistic studies focus on the NH3 + O2 reaction over Pt
surfaces while comparatively few such investigations exist for
Rh surfaces.10–12 The behavior of Rh, however, is important
as well because the Pt/Rh gauze used in the Ostwald process
contains up to 10% Rh.1
At low pressure (p < 10−3 mbar), ammonia reacts with
oxygen on Pt and Rh to yield as main products N2, NO, and
H2O; at elevated pressure (p > 10−3 mbar), also N2O can be
detected as product,1,10,11
4NH3 + 3O2→ 2N2 + 6H2O,
4NH3 + 5O2→ 4NO + 6H2O.
At lower temperature, N2 is the main product but with
increasing temperature the selectivity shifts towards NO.
Supported by quantum chemical calculations (density function
theory), it was shown that adsorbed oxygen on Pt activates
ammonia decomposition.11,13 The kinetics of ammonia
decomposition was investigated on the various low-index
single crystal planes of Rh.14 High temperature ammonia
oxidation over a Rh wire was studied by Perez-Ramirez with
the TAP (temporal analysis of products) technique.15
Ammonia oxidation over a Rh(110) surface was inves-
tigated in several low pressure (p < 10−3 mbar) studies.8,9,12
The interest in this particular reaction system stems from
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the observation of rate oscillations and of a novel type
of chemical wave pattern that was discovered in ammonia
oxidation over Rh(110). When parameters were adjusted
establishing equistability in the bistable regime of the reaction
so that the interface between the two stable phases did
not advance, some lateral small displacements (a few µm)
of the boundary propagated similar to a pulse along the
interface.9 These localized excitations traveling along the
interface of two surface phases have been reproduced with a
general mathematical model but a mechanistic understanding
is still missing.9 This novel type of chemical wave pattern
has been brought in connection with the wave patterns
which have been discovered in a closely related system,
the NO + H2 reaction over Rh(110).16–18 There, rectangular
shaped wave patterns and travelling wave fragments were
observed. Mechanistically, they were shown to be due to the
large structural variability of the Rh(110) surface evidenced
by a number of different O,N-induced reconstructions. Since
the same atomic adsorbates, N and O, are also present in
the NH3 + O2 reaction, it seemed reasonable to suspect that
the basic excitation mechanism could be identical in both
systems.
The primary motivation for this study has been
to elucidate the mechanism for the traveling interface
modulations. Photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)
with which the localized excitations have been studied yields
no or only indirect structural and chemical information. For
this reason, low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) is used
to study the processes at the interface with higher spatial
resolution and with the possibility to identify the local surface
structure on a scale of micrometers with low energy electron
diffraction (µ-LEED). The more detailed information provided
by this study shows that the behavior of the system is far
more complex than anticipated before. We observe a front
anisotropy which depends on the direction of the transition,
island formation in the submicrometer range, and transitions
involving secondary reaction fronts.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
The PEEM measurements are performed in a standard
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system equipped with conventional
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics and a differen-
tially pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) for rate
measurements. The Rh(110) sample is prepared by repeated
argon ion sputtering (E = 1 keV, p(Ar) = 2 × 10−5 mbar, and
t = 20 min), oxidation treatments (p(O2) = 3 × 10−6 mbar,
T = 750 K, t = 30 min), and vacuum annealing cycles
(T = 1200K, t = 1 min) until a sharp LEED pattern is
obtained. The surface cleanliness is checked via Auger electron
spectroscopy. The sample is heated indirectly by a filament
behind the backside of the crystal, either via radiation or via
electron bombardment. Gases of purity 5.0 for oxygen and 2.5
for ammonia (both Linde AG) are used.
During the rate measurements, a cone of ≈2 mm opening,
shielding a differentially pumped QMS, is brought 1 mm in
front of the sample. In this way, detection of reaction products
coming from the backside of the sample and from the filament
is avoided. NO and N2 formation are followed via m/e = 30
and m/e = 28 QMS signals, respectively.
In PEEM (see, e.g., Ref. 19), UV light from a deuterium
discharge lamp with maximum emission at 5.2–6.2 eV
photon energy is focused into a small spot on the sample
(≈2 mm2). The emitted photoelectrons are collected by a
magnifying electrostatic three-lens system, amplified by a
channel plate and then imaged onto a phosphorous screen.
The images are recorded with a CCD camera and digitized.
PEEM images primarily the local work function but yields no
direct information on the chemical identity or the structure of
the adlayer. For this reason, complementary experiments are
carried out in the facilities at Clausthal using µ-LEED and
LEEM.20 Using suitable illumination apertures, the electron
diffraction patterns of small sample areas down to the µm
range can be obtained (µ-LEED). In LEEM, specular or
diffracted electrons are used to create image contrast of
different adlayers on the surface with a lateral resolution
down to ∼10 nm.
III. RESULTS
An overview of the different experiments and of the
different imaging techniques conducted in various p, T-
regimes of the reaction is given in Table I. For technical
reasons, LEEM is only feasible up to the 10−5 mbar range
while the upper p-limit for PEEM measurements lies much
higher, at 10−3 mbar.
A. PEEM
1. Front anisotropy
Essentially, two types of reconstructions exist in the
Rh(110)/O,N-system.21 Oxygen induces missing row type
reconstructions c(2 × 2n) in which every n-th (n = 2, 3, 4, 5)
of the close-packed [11̄0]-rows is missing whereas the
(2 × 1)-N and (3 × 1) reconstructions of nitrogen are built
up by -Rh-N-Rh- chains in the [001]-direction. The mixed
coadsorbate structure (2 × 4)-2O,N is formed by a (1 × 2)
missing row reconstruction, i.e., it is oxygen which dictates
the type of reconstruction.22 From the geometric corrugation,
one could expect anisotropic front propagation either in the
[11̄0]-direction or in the [001]-direction depending on which
type of reconstruction determines the spreading of a reaction
front.
The NH3 + O2 reaction exhibits bistability on Rh(110),
i.e., transitions between two stable states occur via propagating
reaction fronts.9 The PEEM images in Figs. 1 and 2 recorded
at relatively high temperature, at 800 K, show such front
transitions between an oxygen rich state of the surface and
an oxygen poor state. The dark phase in these images can
be associated with an oxygen covered surface area since
adsorbed oxygen is known to strongly increase the work
function (≈1.1 eV at maximum).17 The bright phase reflecting
a low work function could indicate a low adsorbate coverage
or, alternatively, an area covered with ammonia fragmentation
products NHx (x = 0-3). Ammonia on Pt is known to decrease
the work function by more than 1 eV below the level of
the clean metal surface.6 Atomic nitrogen (x = 0) increases
the work function by as much as 300 meV at maximum
but this value is still much lower than the 1.1 eV reached
with oxygen.17 Moreover, all kinds of O + NHx (x = 0-3)
coadsorbate phases have to be considered as well. Since the
assignment of the bright phase is not clear, we speak in the
following of an oxygen rich (dark area in PEEM) and of an
oxygen poor (bright area in PEEM) phase.
The fronts in Fig. 1 are strongly elliptically distorted in
the [11̄0]-direction which is the direction in which the troughs
of Rh(110) are oriented. The anisotropy in Fig. 1 is more
or less what one would expect if the diffusional anisotropy
just follows the geometric corrugation of the missing-row
reconstructions. Diffusion should accordingly be fast along
the [11̄0]-direction and slow in the direction perpendicular
to the troughs which is the [001]-direction. If one initiates a
transition in the reverse direction, i.e., from the dark phase
to the bright phase in PEEM, one obtains the PEEM images
displayed in Fig. 2. In order to reverse the front direction,
TABLE I. Overview of experiments conducted with PEEM and LEEM.
Temperature (K) p(O2) (mbar) p(NH3) (mbar) Observations Expt. technique
623 2.1-4.2 × 10−6 6 × 10−6 Continuous transitions LEEM
673 2.4 × 10−6 5.1 × 10−6 Reaction fronts LEEM
743 0.6 × 10−6 4.6 × 10−6 Island patterns + secondary fronts LEEM
740 1.35 × 10−5 3.85 × 10−5 Traveling interface modulations PEEM
800 2.7 × 10−5 2.7 × 10−5 History dependent front
anisotropy
PEEM
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FIG. 1. Anisotropic front propagation during the transition from an oxygen poor state of the surface (bright) to an oxygen rich state (dark). The reaction front
was initiated at T= 800 K by raising p(O2) from 5×10−6 to 2.7×10−5 mbar while p(NH3) was kept constant at 2.7×10−5 mbar. The diagram on the left shows
the subsequent evolution of the N2 and NO production rates and the panel on the right side shows PEEM images taken at the points marked in the rate diagram.
The time interval between the first and the last frame ((a)–(h)) is 20 s.
FIG. 2. Anisotropic front propagation during the transition from an oxygen rich state of the surface (dark) to an oxygen poor state (bright). The reaction front
was initiated at T= 800 K by decreasing p(O2) from 6×10−5 mbar to 2.7×10−5 mbar while p(NH3) was kept constant at 2.7×10−5 mbar. The diagram on the
left shows the evolution of the N2 and NO production rates and the panel on the right side shows PEEM images taken at the points marked in the rate diagram.
The time interval between the first and the last frames ((a)–(h)) is 10 s.
only a very small parameter change of the order of a few
percent is required. The transitions in both directions are
therefore located very close to the equistability point in
the parameter space. Remarkably, despite nearly identical
parameters, the anisotropy of the reaction front has been
reversed and the long axis of the elliptical front is now
oriented along the [001]-direction. For this change in the front
anisotropy, no straightforward explanation exists since the
small parameter change is unlikely to induce different types of
reconstructions.
In order to assess whether the front anisotropy only
depends on the direction of the transition as suggested by the
results in Fig. 2, the following experiment is carried out. After
initiating a reaction front like the one displayed in Fig. 1, the
control parameter p(O2) is decreased halfway on completion
of the transition white to black so that dark front does not
expand further but starts to retract. The original anisotropy
in that case does not change and the front retracts with the
same shape as during expansion. So evidently, the anisotropy
does not solely depend on the direction in which the front
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moves but the nucleation process already determines the front
anisotropy.
The behavior of the N2 and NO production rates during
front propagation is recorded in parallel to the PEEM
measurements. The rate data in Figs. 1 and 2 show that
the transition from the oxygen poor to the oxygen rich phase
is associated with an increase in NO production and in the
reverse direction with a decrease in the NO rate. Since it is
the oxygen coverage which controls whether N2 or NO is
formed, this correlation agrees with chemical intuition. In the
N2 production, we observe in both directions a peak, i.e., a
transient rise.
At low pressure, i.e., for p(NH3) ≤ 1 × 10−6 mbar, we also
observe transitions between oxygen rich and oxygen poor but
these transitions occur spatially homogeneously in PEEM,
i.e., the PEEM intensity changes continuously. Supported also
by the LEEM results (see Table I), one can conclude that
low pressure/low temperature favors homogeneous transitions
vs. transitions via reaction fronts. The term “homogeneous”
here means homogeneous with respect to the resolution of the
imaging technique. On a microscopic scale, the transitions
are probably still inhomogeneous but with islands and
reaction fronts below the spatial resolution of the microscope.
The reason why macroscopic reaction fronts only develop
at elevated temperature/pressure could lie in the reduced
dynamics of the system at lower temperature/pressure.
2. Travelling interface modulations
At lower temperature, at 740 K, the system is still globally
bistable, but, in addition, we observe localized excitations at
the interface of the oxygen rich/oxygen poor phase as shown in
Fig. 3.9 For obtaining these excitations, one first has to adjust
the oxygen partial pressure which serves as control parameter
so that the interface does not shift its average position, i.e., the
surface is at the point of equistability of the two phases. As
demonstrated by the PEEM images in Fig. 3, one observes a
number of localized excitations traveling along the interface
with an average speed of ≈6 µm/s (see Video S1 in the
supplementary material23). We find no connection between
the crystallographic directions of the Rh(110) surface on one
side and the orientation of the interface and the localized
excitations on the other side. The localized excitations can be
sustained for more than 1 h.
The traveling interface modulations like the ones
displayed in Fig. 3 are in general quite irregular. One might
therefore suspect that fluctuations would be a more adequate
description. However, these excitations which involve areas
of about 100–400 µm2 correspond to 109–1010 adparticles.
This is a macroscopic quantity which is too large to be
explained solely by thermal density fluctuations unless one
devises a mechanism which amplifies these fluctuations so that
they can reach a macroscopic size. Rather, we attribute the
irregularity in the traveling interface modulations to structural
imperfections of the surface which supposedly will have a
particularly strong influence at the equistability point of two
phases because the stability of the interface will be indifferent
there with respect to a translational shift.
In the first report on the traveling interface modulations,
it was suspected that the excitation mechanism is essentially
the same as in the excitable NO + H2 reaction on Rh(110).9,18
This hypothesis was based on the assumption that directly
at the interface, the same adsorbates should be present as
in the NO + H2 reaction, namely, atomic oxygen and atomic
nitrogen. Due to the high desorption rate at 740 K, the coverage
of atomic hydrogen will be very small. The excitation cycle
in the NO + H2 reaction, c(2 × 6)-O⇒ (3 × 1)/(2 × 1)-N
⇒ c(2 × 4)-2O,N⇒ c(2 × 6)-O, involves ordered adsorbate
phases.17,18 An identification of these phases at the interface
oxygen rich/oxygen poor in the NH3 + O2 reaction would
strongly support that this excitation cycle causes the interface
modulations. With the conventional integral LEED system
used in the PEEM-UHV system, in situ experiments were
carried out. A c(2 × 6) and a (1 × 1) pattern were identified.
However, the LEED experiments under reaction conditions
could not be performed in the same pressure range of
10−5 mbar range where the localized excitations occurred, but
only in the 10−6 mbar range. Moreover, since the probing area
is about 1 mm2 which is very large compared to the extension
of the interface (a few µm), the results with a conventional
FIG. 3. PEEM images showing the
propagation of interface excitations
similar to a pulse under reaction condi-
tions corresponding to the equistability
point of the oxygen rich (dark) and oxy-
gen poor phase (bright). The changing
position of one such traveling pulse-like
features has been marked with white
arrows in the sequence. The crystallo-
graphic orientation of the surface is the
same as in Figs. 1 and 2. Experimental
conditions: T= 740 K, p(NH3)= 3.85
×10−5 mbar, p(O2)= 1.35×10−5 mbar.
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LEED system are not really conclusive. Experiments with
µ-LEED which probes an area of only a few µm2 should
therefore provide a definite answer.
B. LEEM
1. Transitions without reaction fronts
At relatively low temperature, at 620 K, transitions
between the oxygen rich and the oxygen poor phase occur
without a macroscopic reaction front. The transitions proceed
homogeneously in PEEM but the higher resolving LEEM
reveals spatial structures as demonstrated by the images in
Fig. 4. With µ-LEED, the oxygen rich phase is identified
as c(2 × 6)-O while the oxygen poor phase exhibits a
c(2 × 4) pattern. This pattern is assigned to the mixed
coadsorbate phase c(2 × 4)-O,N.22 The only other known
surface phase on Rh(110) with a c(2 × 4) pattern is a
surface oxide, but since this surface oxide would require an
oxygen concentration corresponding to several monolayers,
this possibility is discarded here.24
Starting with the smooth surface of the c(2 × 4) structure,
a transition to the c(2 × 6)-O pattern is initiated by increasing
p(O2) in the reaction mixture. The transition shown in Fig. 4
occurs in three consecutive steps. At the beginning, as shown
in Fig. 4(a), only several stripes are faintly visible, indicated
by arrows which represent steps or step bunches on the
surface. Upon raising p(O2), the surface uniformly darkens.
Then some small scale structures of the size of a few tenths
of a µm appear as demonstrated by Fig. 4(b). The surface
steps are still visible here. In the third stage, starting at many
places simultaneously, these structures dissolve as shown by
Fig. 4(c). Finally, a c(2 × 6)-O structure results with a similar
grainy surface as in Fig. 4(b) but with enhanced brightness
(Fig. 4(d)). At this point, the original steps of the surface are
no longer visible.
2. Transitions with reaction fronts
Increasing the sample temperature by 50 K from 620 K
to 670 K changes the character of the transitions from a
“homogeneous” transition without a macroscopic front to a
transition with a macroscopic reaction front. As demonstrated
by the LEEM images in Fig. 5, this transformation of the
c(2 × 6)-O into the c(2 × 4) via a front also involves three
distinct stages. The LEEM images are taken in the dark field
mode selecting a superstructure spot of the c(2 × 6)-O for
imaging. Essentially, these stages appear to be the same as in
the previously discussed transition without reaction front but
in reverse order. By decreasing the oxygen partial pressure,
first a transition from the grainy c(2 × 6)-O structure displayed
in Fig. 5(a) to an apparently rougher surface shown in Fig. 5(b)
is seen. Next, the surface considerably smoothens but it is in
this step that a reaction front appears. In Fig. 5(c), this front
which separates the still roughened part of the surface from
the smoothened area travels from right to left. Its position
is marked by two arrows. In the final transition, a c(2 × 4)
structure is formed. Due to dark field contrast, the c(2 × 4)
structure is imaged as dark area on the surface. This last
transition occurs also via a traveling reaction front moving
from right to left in Fig. 5(d). By carefully adjusting the
FIG. 4. LEEM images showing a transition without reaction front from a surface with a c(2 × 4) pattern to the c(2 × 6)-O structure of adsorbed oxygen. The
transition is initiated at T= 620 K by raising p(O2) stepwise from 0.2×10−6 mbar in (a) to 4.6×10−6 mbar in (d) while p(NH3) is kept constant at 6×10−6 mbar.
p(O2) in (b) and (c) is 1.6×10−6 mbar and 3.6×10−6 mbar, respectively. The white arrows in (a) indicate step bunches. The primary electron energy was 10.7 eV.
FIG. 5. Dark-field LEEM images showing the front-mediated transition from the c(2 × 6)-O surface to a surface with c(2 × 4) pattern at T= 670 K. The
transition is initiated by slowly decreasing p(O2) from 2.7×10−6 mbar while the ammonia partial pressure is fixed at p(NH3)= 5.1×10−6 mbar. The dotted
circle in (a) marks a surface defect. The position of the two consecutive reaction fronts are marked with arrows in (c) and (d), respectively. A superstructure
beam of the c(2 × 6)-O structure is used for imaging. The primary electron energy is 14.9 eV.
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oxygen partial pressure, such reaction fronts can be slowed
down and even brought to a complete stop. Such frozen
configurations of coexisting phases are used to identify the
c(2 × 6)-O and c(2 × 4) structures, respectively, on either
sides of the front with µLEED.
In the first step of the transformation process, the reaction
of adsorbed oxygen with ammonia apparently creates some
defects and holes in the c(2 × 6)-O structure appearing
as roughness in the LEEM images. Whether the apparent
roughness is due to a real roughening or just a change in
reflectivity is difficult to tell from the LEEM images. Since
a change in oxygen coverage leads to a different type of
reconstruction requiring a mass transport of Rh atoms to
occur, a real roughening would be plausible.21 The long
range order of the oxygen structure is only destroyed in a
subsequent step when a reaction front transforms the surface
into a structure which appears black in dark field imaging. This
front appearing as interface grey/dark area in Fig. 5(d) marks
the structural transition from the c(2 × 6)-O to a c(2 × 4). It
is a reduction front associated with a decrease of the oxygen
coverage. This reduction front, however, is a secondary front.
The primary front is the front visible in Fig. 5(c) which runs
ahead of the reduction front and is associated with an apparent
smoothing of the surface. The nature of this front is not clear
but, tentatively, one could associate the front with a partial
reduction of the oxygen covered surface that preserves the
c(2 × 6) long range order.
3. Island formation
At elevated temperature, at 740 K in the 10−6 mbar range,
an inhomogeneous state of the surface results under reaction
conditions. Remarkably, in this state, despite a large excess of
ammonia in the gas phase, mesoscopic oxygen islands with
a c(2 × 6)-O structure persist on the surface. Starting from
a homogeneous reduced state of the surface, the preparation
procedure involves first increasing the oxygen partial pressure
in the reaction mixture well beyond a limit where oxygen
islands form on the Rh(110) surface. A subsequent strong
reduction of p(O2) to only 3% of its maximum value does
not remove the oxygen islands. While they survive each
island shrinks as shown in Fig. 6, thus reducing the fraction
of the surface area covered by these islands from 75% to
25%. The LEEM image in Fig. 6(c) shows a dark area still
densely populated with bright islands of a diameter in the
submicrometer range. µ-LEED demonstrates that the bright
islands are in fact oxygen islands with a c(2 × 6)-O structure.
A closer inspection of the islands in Fig. 6 reveals that
nearly all of them contain one or several dark spots in the
interior. Upon further reducing p(O2), a macroscopic reaction
front is ignited which is displayed in Fig. 7. The course
of the front can be followed by the bright islands which are
converted by the front into dark islands. In the area surrounding
the islands, the front hardly causes an intensity change
but this is due to the specific imaging conditions selected
here; in fact, the front also transforms the surrounding area.
When the macroscopic front reaches a hitherto unconverted
island, a subordinate reaction front is ignited on that island,
transforming the bright island into a dark one. In most cases,
ignition occurs at the boundary of the island, but sometimes
also in the interior. These secondary reaction fronts inside
the islands are strongly influenced by surface topography
such as surface steps. Moreover, the secondary fronts do not
necessarily travel in the same direction as the macroscopic
primary front. The overall result is that oxygen islands are
completely transformed into the oxygen poor phase, the
c(2 × 4), i.e., the reaction fronts are reduction fronts.
LEEM images with higher magnification in Fig. 8 show
in detail how the progression of the macroscopic front initiates
the conversion of the oxygen islands via secondary fronts (see
Video S2 in the supplementary material23). As seen before
in Figs. 6 and 7, the island transformation starts by island
shrinking (Fig. 8(a)), followed by secondary reaction front
nucleating inside each island (Fig. 8(b)) and growing until
only tiny fragments of the former oxygen islands remain
(Fig. 8(d)). The overview in Fig. 8(e) is recorded shortly
after Fig. 8(b) and shows the macroscopic primary front
approaching the islands marked with a white square. As
demonstrated by Fig. 8(d), even after the reaction front has
passed, the shape of the islands remains still visible as a
shadow, indicating a memory effect.
Selecting a different energy where oxygen islands are
imaged as dark areas and the surrounding area as bright,
one obtains the series reproduced in Fig. 9. First, the c(2 × 6)
FIG. 6. Dark-field LEEM images showing shrinking oxygen islands at T= 740 K, caused by a drastic reduction of the oxygen partial pressure from
p(O2)= 2.1×10−5 mbar to p(O2)= 0.7×10−6 mbar. p(NH3) is kept constant at 4.6×10−6 mbar. Further reduction of oxygen partial pressure initiates reaction
fronts shown below in Figs. 7 and 8. The arrows in (c) mark two dark spots on oxygen islands. A beam of the c(2 × 6)-O structure is used for imaging. The
primary electron energy is 3.7 eV.
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FIG. 7. Macroscopic reaction front passing over oxygen islands at T= 740 K. After preparation of the inhomogeneous surface displayed in Fig. 6, a macroscopic
reaction front is initiated by a further decrease of p(O2) below 1×10−6 mbar. The position of the front is indicated by arrows. The speed of the macroscopic
front is ∼75 nm/s. p(NH3) and imaging conditions as in Fig. 6 except that the primary electron energy is set to 4.6 eV.
FIG. 8. Detailed view of the island transformation as displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 showing how the microscopic fronts progress on the oxygen islands. The
position of the macroscopic reaction front is indicated by arrows in the overview in (e), which is recorded between (b) and (c). The square marks the area seen
in (a)-(d) (see text). Experimental conditions are the same as in Fig. 6 (T= 740 K, p(NH3)= 4.6×10−6 mbar, p(O2) < 1×10−6 mbar) except that the primary
electron energy is set to 10 eV.
FIG. 9. Primary and secondary reaction fronts transforming oxygen islands and surrounding area. The process and the experimental conditions are the same as
in Figs. 6 and 7 but a different electron energy of 7.4 eV is chosen which leads to better contrast in the area surrounding the oxygen islands. After conversion of
the oxygen islands (b), a secondary reaction front indicated by arrows in (c) flows around the positions of former islands creating a kind of network structure (d).
islands visible in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) are converted. In a second
step, shown in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), a reaction front propagating
through the imaged area from right to left transforms the
channel network surrounding the original c(2 × 6) islands to
a darker grey level. Furthermore, one observes a number of
bright circular spots distributed irregularly over the imaged
surface. Their size and position do not visibly change during
the transformation process. In the last image, they appear
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more prominent but this is only an apparent change due to
the enhanced contrast with the surrounding dark area. Inside
the channel network, one realizes dark lines going straight or
sometimes going zig-zag. These lines represent atomic steps or
step bunches of the surface. The bright spots might be related
to certain topographical features like hillocks exhibiting an
enhanced brightness.
The memory effect visible in the bright field images
of the (2 × 6)-O indicates that after the reactive removal
of oxygen, either a structural or a chemical modification of
the surface took place. A chemical modification by either
oxide or subsurface oxygen formation cannot be excluded,
but since no further evidence for such a chemical modification
exists at present, a structural modification appears to be more
likely. A different amount of structural disorder on the former
c(2 × 6)-O islands and the surrounding area could lead to a
different reflectivity, thus explaining the memory effect.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Identification of the adsorbate phases
and mechanism of traveling interface modulations
The excitation mechanism for pulses in the system
Rh(110)/NO + H2 involves a cyclic transformation c(2 × 6)-O
⇒ (3 × 1)/(2 × 1)-N⇒ c(2 × 4)-2O,N⇒ c(2 × 6)-O where
the pure oxygen phase is the resting state, the pure nitrogen
phases the excited state, and the N,O-coadsorption phase
the refractory state.17,18 The original expectation had been
that only at the interface oxygen poor/oxygen rich phase,
all three components of the excitation cycle are present,
thus explaining the localized excitability.9 So far, only the
c(2 × 4) and the c(2 × 6)-O have been identified under reaction
conditions high enough in temperature. Since, however, no
in situ LEED/µ-LEED experiments were conducted under
conditions under which traveling interface modulations were
observed, a possible participation of a pure nitrogen phase
cannot be definitely excluded. The above cited mechanism
can therefore not be completely ruled out.
The existence of a c(2 × 4)-2O,N phase does not really
fit into what is known about the stability of different nitrogen
phases on Rh(110). In N2 thermal desorption spectra, the
peak maximum of the c(2 × 4)-2O,N coadsorption phase
lies at 530 K which is more than 90 K lower than the peak
maximum of the pure nitrogen phase (2 × 1)-N at 620 K.17,25
The presence of repulsive interactions between coadsorbed
oxygen and nitrogen explains well the destabilization of
nitrogen in the coadsorbed phase. Surprisingly, we see in
ammonia oxidation the c(2 × 4) coadsorbate phase and not the
more stable pure nitrogen phases. Two possible explanations
can be offered. Either the c(2 × 4) we observe is not the
c(2 × 4)-2O,N described in the literature but it is due to some
unknown adsorbate phase or the oxygen in the c(2 × 4)-2O,N
has besides repulsive interactions also a stabilizing effect
on the nitrogen in the coadsorbate phase. Kinetically, for
example, the oxygen can stabilize nitrogen by facilitating
NH3 decomposition. Since oxygen on Pt has been shown to
activate ammonia decomposition such an effect could also
exist for Rh.11,13
The traveling interface modulations (see Fig. 3) have been
simulated in a general mathematical 3-variable model in which
the excitability of a subsystem is coupled to the position of
the interface.9 For formulating a realistic mathematical model,
first the mechanism for the interface modulations needs to be
established. The expectation to find an excitation mechanism
quite analogous to NO + H2 on Rh(110) has so far not been
supported by experiments because the pure nitrogen phases
(3 × 1)/(2 × 1)-N have not been detected under the reaction
conditions of travelling interface modulations. The possibility
still exists that in situ measurements at higher pressure,
in the 10−5 or 10−4 mbar range, may detect the nitrogen
phase missing for a confirmation of an excitation cycle
analogous to the NO + H2 reaction on Rh(110). Alternatively,
one can consider another possibility. A unique feature of
the present system is the traveling interface modulations,
and another unique feature is the history dependent change
in front anisotropy. This coincidence suggests that both
phenomena could have a common mechanistic origin. A
strategy to establish the mechanism for the travelling interface
modulations would therefore be to first try to solve the problem
of the changing front anisotropy.
B. History dependent front anisotropy
The front velocity, cf, of a reaction front in a reaction-
diffusion system can be written as cf ∼
√(DxKeff), where Dx
is the diffusion constant of the velocity limiting species and
Keff is an effective rate constant summarizing the various
reaction steps involved.26 On an anisotropic surface, the
diffusion anisotropy in Dx will lead to an elliptically shaped
reaction front. If several species with different anisotropies are
present or when energetic interactions or reconstructions of
the substrate make the diffusional anisotropy state-dependent,
more complicated effects can arise because a simple rescaling
of the coordinate axes will not remove the diffusional
anisotropy. For example, rectangularly shaped patterns may
form in such a case.16 In ammonia oxidation over Rh(110),
we observe a change in the anisotropy depending on whether
the oxygen rich phase nucleates and expands into the oxygen
poor phase or whether the opposite process takes place. In
a system with simple anisotropy, i.e., in systems with one
velocity-limiting diffusing species and constant diffusional
anisotropy, such an effect would not be observed. Both fronts
would exhibit the same anisotropy.
A similar behavior as in ammonia oxidation has been
found in the O2 + H2 reaction over Rh(110).27,28 There,
reaction fronts initiating the transition from oxygen-covered to
oxygen-free surfaces were elliptically elongated in the [11̄0]-
direction at lower temperature and elliptically elongated in the
[001]-direction at elevated temperatures. The change in the
anisotropy was explained with hydrogen diffusion being rate-
limiting at lower temperature and oxygen diffusion becoming
rate-limiting at higher temperature. There are in fact two
decisive differences between the anisotropy changes observed
in ammonia oxidation and the O2 + H2 reaction over Rh(110).
First, in the O2 + H2 reaction, the switching anisotropy was
always observed for reduction fronts whereas in ammonia
oxidation, the different anisotropies were seen for a reduction
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and an oxidation front. Second, in the O2 + H2 reaction, the
change in anisotropy was caused by a large change of the
parameter range whereas in ammonia oxidation due the very
narrow bistability range, the parameter change was very small.
The small change of the control parameter can hardly account
for the drastic change in anisotropy.
Another quite obvious difference between the two systems
is the additional presence of nitrogen in the form of
NHx (x = 0-3) species in the NH3 + O2 reaction. How the
nitrogen affects the front anisotropy is not clear. The pure
nitrogen phases have so far not been identified under reaction
conditions and the reconstruction of the mixed c(2 × 4)-2O,N
coadsorbate phase is of the same type as of the pure oxygen
phases, namely, of the missing row type. Adsorbate–adsorbate
interactions between O and N atoms might influence the
diffusional anisotropy but other than that they are repulsive no
detailed information is available.
In addition, we have to take into account structural
intermediates in the reaction of oxygen with ammonia
discovered in a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study
where the titration of the oxygen covered Rh(110) surface
with ammonia was followed at room temperature and after
annealing to 450 K.12 It was observed that the transformation
of the c(2 × 8)-O (θO = 0.75) to the (2 × 1)-N proceeds
via an intermediate with a local c(2 × 6) symmetry. This
intermediate consists of Rh-N trimers oriented in the [001]-
direction. If the intermediate is short-living, it will not show
up in LEED, but it is well conceivable that the structural
intermediates influence the diffusional anisotropy. Another
possible influence on diffusional anisotropy is the formation
of atomic steps due to the necessary mass transport of Rh atoms
as the surface undergoes a transformation into a different type
of reconstruction.
At present, it is not clear which of the different possible
factors is actually responsible for the history dependent change
in front anisotropy. Further, in situ experiments with µLEED
establishing which structures are actually associated with the
change in front anisotropy are required in order to obtain a
firm basis for formulating a mechanism.
C. Island formation and secondary reaction fronts
A rather surprising observation is that even with a
large excess of ammonia, oxygen islands still persist on the
surface, as demonstrated by the LEEM images in Figs. 6–9.
Stationary concentration patterns can arise in a reaction-
diffusion systems due to a Turing instability or, if energetic
interactions dominate, they may develop as a consequence of
reactive phase separation.26,29 Since the islands do not look
like a regular pattern and since basic requirements like the
existence of an intrinsic wavelength have not been established,
it is probably of little use to try to classify the islands as a
certain type of non-equilibrium structure. Moreover, these
mechanisms would require the islands to evolve smoothly out
of the homogeneous state of the surface which does not agree
with the experimental observations. Instead, a simple possible
feedback mechanism is considered which can stabilize oxygen
islands. If we assume that the probability for dissociative
chemisorption of ammonia is higher over an oxygen adlayer
with defects than over a perfectly ordered oxygen adlayer,
then regions of high structural perfection will be stabilized.
This will occur because a positive feedback exists between
adsorption of ammonia in regions with defects and further
growth of the number of defects due to reaction. In the
end, oxygen islands with a high structural perfection will be
surrounded by areas with low oxygen coverage. This picture
is in qualitative agreement with the LEEM images shown in
Figs. 6-9.
In the LEEM images of Figs. 6-9, one observes a primary
front transforming the area surrounding the islands and
secondary fronts inside the islands. Both fronts are reduction
fronts but the primary front can evidently propagate faster
than the secondary fronts inside the islands. A possible reason
is that the area outside the islands might already be partially
depleted of oxygen. Reaction fronts inside the high oxygen
coverage islands are more difficult to nucleate due to a higher
oxygen coverage and only when the primary front touches the
edge of such an oxygen island, a secondary front inside the
island is ignited. What is missing in this mechanistic picture is
a precise identification of the reducing species which could be
Had formed by dissociating ammonia but also a mobile NHx
species (x = 1-3).
V. CONCLUSIONS
Front propagation in the bistable NH3 + O2 reaction over
Rh(110) has been investigated with PEEM and LEEM as
spatially resolving methods. One unique feature of this bistable
system is that the anisotropy of front propagation is history
dependent, i.e., it varies depending on the direction of the
transition. A second unique feature is that we observe localized
excitations traveling along the interface of two surface phases.
With µ-LEED, a c(2 × 6)-O structure and a c(2 × 4) pattern
have been identified but not the pure nitrogen phases which
would be required in order to construct an excitation cycle
analogous to the NO + H2 reaction on Rh(110). Nevertheless,
the coincidence of the traveling interface modulations and
of the history dependent front anisotropy suggests that both
phenomena have a common mechanistic origin. The LEEM
results have demonstrated that below the macroscopic level
of a reaction front, a microscopic substructure can exist
involving island formation and secondary reaction fronts.
Even with a large excess of ammonia, oxygen islands can
persist in a reacting atmosphere as stable structures. By a
further parameter change, one can then initiate macroscopic
(primary) reduction fronts transforming the surroundings of
the islands and microscopic (secondary) reduction fronts
converting the interior of the oxygen islands. Memory
effects and changes in the topographical features suggest
that roughening by reaction-induced mass transport of Rh
atoms plays a significant role, but in order to substantiate this
claim further studies are required.
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